QUALITY IMPROVEMENT RESEARCH

Research designs for studies evaluating the effectiveness of change and improvement strategies
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The methods of evaluating change and improvement strategies are not well described. The design and conduct of a range of experimental and non-experimental quantitative designs are considered. Such study designs should usually be used in a context where they build on appropriate theoretical, qualitative and modelling work, particularly in the development of appropriate interventions. A range of experimental designs are discussed including single and multiple arm randomised controlled trials and the use of more complex factorial and block designs. The impact of randomisation at both group and individual levels and three non-experimental designs (uncontrolled before and after, controlled before and after, and time series analysis) are also considered. The design chosen will reflect both the needs (and resources) in any particular circumstances and also the purpose of the evaluation. The general principle underlying the choice of evaluative design is, however, simple—those conducting such evaluations should use the most robust design possible to minimise bias and maximise generalisability.

There is a substantial literature about the design, conduct, and analysis of evaluations of relatively simple healthcare interventions such as drugs. However, the methods of evaluating complex interventions such as quality improvement interventions are less well described. Evaluation informs the choice between alternative interventions or policies by identifying, estimating and, if possible, valuing the advantages and disadvantages of each.1

There are a number of quantitative designs that could be used to evaluate quality improvement interventions (box 1). All of these designs attempt to establish general causal relationships across a population of interest. The choice of design will be dependent upon the purpose of the evaluation and the degree of control the researchers have over the delivery of the intervention(s). In general, researchers should choose a design that minimises potential bias (any process at any stage of inference which tends to produce results or conclusions that differ systematically from the truth; also referred to as internal validity) and maximises generalisability (the degree to which the results of a study hold true for situations other than those pertaining to the study, in particular for routine clinical practice; also referred to as external validity).2

A FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING QUALITY IMPROVEMENT INTERVENTIONS

Campbell and colleagues1 have suggested that the evaluation of complex interventions should follow a sequential approach involving:

- development of the theoretical basis for an intervention;
- definition of components of the intervention (using modelling, simulation techniques or qualitative methods);
- exploratory studies to develop further the intervention and plan a definitive evaluative study (using a variety of methods);
- definitive evaluative study (using quantitative evaluative methods, predominantly randomised designs).

This framework demonstrates the interrelation between quantitative evaluative methods and other methods; it also makes explicit that the design and conduct of quantitative evaluative studies should build upon the findings of other quality improvement research. However, it represents an idealised framework and, in some circumstances, it is necessary to undertake evaluations without sequentially working through the earlier stages—for example, when evaluating policy interventions that are being introduced without prior supporting evidence.

In this paper we describe quantitative approaches for evaluating quality improvement interventions, focusing on methods for estimating the magnitude of the benefits. We also focus on the evaluation of interventions within systems rather than evaluations of whole systems. We discuss several study designs for definitive evaluative studies including a range of randomised controlled trial designs and three non-randomised or quasi-experimental evaluative designs.

Box 1 Possible quantitative evaluative designs for quality improvement research

Randomised designs
- Individual patient randomised controlled trials
- Cluster randomised trials

Non-randomised designs
- Uncontrolled before and after studies
- Controlled before and after studies
- Time series designs
EVALUATIVE DESIGNS

Randomised designs

Randomised trials are the gold standard method for evaluating healthcare interventions. They estimate the impact of an intervention through direct comparison with a randomly allocated control group that either receives no intervention or an alternative intervention. The randomisation process is the best way of ensuring that both known and (particularly importantly) unknown factors (confounders) that may independently affect the outcome of an intervention are likely to be distributed evenly between the trial groups. As a result, differences observed between groups can be more confidently ascribed to the effects of the intervention rather than to other factors. The same arguments that are used to justify randomised controlled trials of clinical interventions such as drugs are at least as salient to the evaluations of quality improvement interventions. In particular, given our incomplete understanding of potential confounders relating to organisational or professional performance, it is even more difficult to adjust for these in non-randomised designs.

Cluster randomisation

While it is possible to conduct randomised trials of quality improvement interventions which randomise individual patients, this may not always be ideal. If there is the possibility that the treatment given to control individuals will be affected by an organisation’s or professional’s experience of applying the intervention to other patients in the experimental group, there is a risk of contamination. For example, Morgan et al. investigated the effects of computerised reminders for antenatal care. Patients were randomised and physicians received reminders for intervention patients but not control patients. Compliance in intervention patients rose from 83% to 98% over 6 months, while compliance in control patients rose from 83% to 94% over 12 months. This is a probable contamination effect.

If such contamination is likely, the researcher should consider randomising organisations or healthcare professionals rather than individual patients, although data may still be collected about the process and outcome of care at the individual patient level. Such trials, which randomise at one level (organisation or professional) and collect data at a different level (patient), are known as cluster randomised trials. Cluster randomisation has considerable implications for the design, power, and analysis of studies which have frequently been ignored.

Design considerations

The main design considerations concern the level of randomisation and whether to include baseline measurement. Frequently researchers need to trade off the likelihood of contamination at lower levels of randomisation against decreasing numbers of clusters and increasing logistical problems at higher levels of randomisation. For example, in a study of an educational intervention in secondary care settings, potential levels of randomisation would include the individual clinician, the ward, the clinical service or directorate, and the hospital. Randomisation at the level of the hospital would minimise the risk of contamination but dramatically increase the size and complexity of the study due to the greater number of hospitals required. Randomisation at the level of the individual clinician would decrease the number of hospitals required but there may then be a risk of contamination across clinicians working in the same wards or specialty areas.

In situations where relatively few clusters (e.g. hospitals) are available for randomisation, there is increased danger of imbalance in performance between study and control groups due to the play of chance. Baseline measurements can be used to assess adequacy of the allocation process and are also useful because they provide an estimate of the magnitude of a problem. Low performance scores before the intervention may indicate that performance is poor and there is much room for improvement, whereas high performance scores may indicate that there is little room for improvement (ceiling effect). In addition, baseline measures could be used as a stratifying or matching variable or incorporated in the analysis to increase statistical power (see below). These potential benefits have to be weighed against the increased costs and duration of studies incorporating baseline measurements and concerns about testing effects (introduction of potential bias due to sensitisation of the study subjects during baseline measurement).

Sample size calculation

A fundamental assumption of the standard statistics used to analyse patient randomised trials is that the outcome for an individual patient is completely unrelated to that for any other patient—they are said to be “independent”. This assumption is violated, however, when cluster randomisation is adopted because two patients within any one cluster are more likely to respond in a similar manner than are two patients from different clusters. For example, the management of patients in a single hospital is more likely to be consistent than management of patients across a number of hospitals. The primary consequence of adopting a cluster randomised design is that it is not as statistically efficient and has lower statistical power than a patient randomised trial of equivalent size.

Sample sizes for cluster randomised trials therefore need to be inflated to adjust for clustering. A statistical measure of the extent of clustering is known as the “intracluster correlation coefficient” (ICC) which is based on the relationship of the between-cluster to within-cluster variance. Table 1 shows a number of ICCs from a primary care study of computerising guidelines for patients with either asthma or stable angina (box 4).

Both the ICC and the cluster size influence the inflation required; the sample size inflation can be considerable especially if the average cluster size is large. The extra numbers of patients required can be achieved by increasing either the number of clusters in the study (the more efficient method) or the number of patients per cluster. In general, little additional power is gained from increasing the number of patients per cluster above 50. Researchers often have to trade off the logistical difficulties and costs associated with recruitment of extra clusters against those associated with increasing the number of patients per cluster.

Analysis of cluster randomised trials

There are three general approaches to the analysis of cluster randomised trials: analysis at cluster level; the adjustment of standard tests; and advanced statistical techniques using data recorded at both the individual and cluster level. Cluster level analyses use the cluster as the unit of randomisation and analysis. A summary statistic (e.g. mean, proportion) is computed for each cluster and, as each cluster provides only one data point, the data can be considered to be independent, allowing standard statistical tests to be used. Patient level analyses can be undertaken using adjustments to simple statistical tests to account for the clustering effect. However, this approach does not allow adjustment for patient or practice characteristics. Recent advances in the development and use of new modelling techniques to incorporate patient level data allow the inherent correlation within clusters to be modelled explicitly, and thus a “correct” model can be obtained. These methods can incorporate the hierarchical nature of the data into the analysis. For example, in a primary care setting we may have patients (level 1) treated by general practitioner (level 2) nested within practices (level 3) and may have covariates measured at the patient level (e.g. patient age or sex), the general practitioner level (e.g. sex, time in practice), and at the practice level (e.g. practice size). Which of the
methods is better to use is still a topic of debate. The main advantage of such sophisticated statistical methods is their flexibility. However, they require expensive computing time and statistical expertise, both for the execution of the procedures and in the interpretation of the results.

No consensus exists as to which approach should be used. The most appropriate analysis option will depend on a number of factors including the research question; the unit of inference; the study design; whether the researchers wish to adjust for other relevant variables at the individual or cluster level (covariates); the type and distribution of outcome measure; the number of clusters randomised; the size of cluster and variability of cluster size; and statistical resources available in the research team. Campbell et al and Mollison et al present worked examples comparing these different analytical strategies.

Possible types of cluster randomised trials

Two arm trials

The simplest randomised design is the two arm trial where each subject is randomised to study or control groups. Observed differences in performance between the groups are assumed to be due to the intervention. Such trials are relatively straightforward to design and conduct and they maximise statistical power (half the sample is allocated to the intervention and half to the control). However, they only provide information about the effectiveness of a single intervention compared with control (or the relative effectiveness of two interventions without reference to a control). Box 2 shows an example of a two arm trial.

Multiple arm trials

The simplest extension to the two arm trial is to randomise groups of professionals to more than two groups—for example, two or more study groups and a control group. Such studies are relatively simple to design and use, and allow head-to-head comparisons of interventions or levels of intervention under similar circumstances. These benefits are, however, compromised by a loss of statistical power; for example, to achieve the same power as a two arm trial, the sample size for a three arm trial needs to be increased by up to 50%.

Factorial designs

Factorial designs allow the evaluation of the relative effectiveness of more than one intervention compared with control. For example, in a 2 × 2 factorial design evaluating two interventions against control, participants are randomised to each intervention (A and B) independently. In the first

Table 1 ICCs for medical record and prescribing data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angina</th>
<th>Asthma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process of care measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consultations</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of consultations for angina</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was blood pressure recorded?</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was exercise level or advice about exercise recorded?</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any advice about Mediterranean diet or oily fish?</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight or advice about weight recorded?</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status recorded?</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking advice/education recorded?</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 2 Two arm trial

The trial aimed to assess whether the quality of cardiovascular preventive care in general practice could be improved through a comprehensive intervention implemented by an educated outreach visitor. After baseline measurements, 124 general practices (in the southern half of the Netherlands) were randomly allocated to either intervention or control. The intervention, based on the educational outreach model, comprised 15 practice visits over a period of 21 months and addressed a large number of issues around task delegation, availability of instruments and patient leaflets, record keeping, and follow up routines. Twenty one months after the start of the intervention, post-intervention measurements were performed. The difference between ideal and actual practice in each aspect of organising preventive care was defined as a deficiency score. The primary outcome measure was the difference in deficiency scores before and after the intervention. All practices completed both baseline and post-intervention measurements. The difference in change between intervention and control groups, adjusted for baseline, was statistically significant (p<0.001) for each aspect of organising preventive care. The largest absolute improvement was found for the number of preventive tasks performed by the practice assistant.
randomisation the study participants are randomised to intervention A or control. In the second randomisation the same participants are randomised to intervention B or control. This results in four groups: no intervention, intervention A alone, intervention B alone, interventions A and B.

During the analysis of factorial designs it is possible to undertake independent analyses to estimate the effect of the interventions separately\(^5\); essentially this design allows the conduct of two randomised trials for the same sample size as a two arm trial. However, these trials are more difficult to operationalise and analyse, they provide only limited power for a direct head-to-head comparison of the two interventions, and the power is diminished if there is interaction between the two interventions. Box 3 shows an example of a factorial design trial that was powered to be able to detect any interaction effects.

**Box 3 Factorial design\(^5\)**

The trial evaluated the effectiveness of audit and feedback and educational reminder messages to change general practitioners’ radiology ordering behaviour for lumbar spine and knee x rays. The design was a before and after pragmatic cluster randomised controlled trial using a \(2 \times 2\) factorial design involving 244 practices and six radiology departments in two geographical regions. Each practice was randomised twice, to receive or not each of the two interventions. Educational reminder messages were based on national guidelines and were provided on the report of every relevant x ray ordered during the 12 month intervention period. For example, the lumbar spine message read “In either acute (less than 6 weeks) or chronic back pain, without adverse features, x ray is not routinely indicated”. The audit and feedback covered the preceding 6 month period and was delivered to individual general practitioners at the start of the intervention period and again 6 months later. It provided practice level information relating the number of requests made by the whole practice relative to the number of requests made by all practices in the study. Audit and feedback led to a non-significant reduction of around 1% x ray requests while educational reminder messages led to a relative reduction of about 20% x ray requests.

**Box 4 Balanced incomplete block design\(^9\)**

This study was a before and after pragmatic cluster randomised controlled trial using a \(2 \times 2\) incomplete block design and was designed to evaluate the use of a computerised decision support system (CDSS) in implementing evidence based clinical guidelines for the primary care management of asthma in adults and angina. It was based in 60 general practices in the north east of England and the participants were general practitioners and practice nurses in the study practices and their patients aged 18 years or over and with angina or asthma. The practices were randomly allocated to two groups. The first group received computerised guidelines for the management of angina and provided intervention patients for the management of angina and control patients for the management of asthma. The second received computerised guidelines for the management of asthma and provided intervention patients for the management of asthma and control patients for the management of angina. The outcome measures were adherence to the guidelines, determined by recording of care in routine clinical records, and any subsequent impact measured by patient reported generic and condition specific measures of outcome. There were no significant effects of CDSS on consultation rates, process of care measures (including prescribing), or any quality of life domain for either condition. Levels of use of the CDSS were low.

**Non-randomised designs**

**Quasi-experimental designs**

Quasi-experimental designs are useful where there are political, practical, or ethical barriers to conducting a genuine (randomised) experiment. Under such circumstances, researchers have little control over the delivery of an intervention and have to plan an evaluation around a proposed intervention. A large number of potential designs have been summarised by Campbell and Stanley\(^2\) and Cook and Campbell.\(^7\) Here we discuss the three most commonly used designs in quality improvement studies: (1) uncontrolled before and after studies, (2) controlled before and after studies, and (3) time series designs.

**Uncontrolled before and after studies**

Uncontrolled before and after studies measure performance before and after the introduction of an intervention in the same study site(s) and observed differences in performance are assumed to be due to the intervention. They are relatively simple to conduct and are superior to observational studies, but they are intrinsically weak evaluative designs because secular trends or sudden changes make it difficult to attribute observed changes to the intervention. There is some evidence to suggest that the results of uncontrolled before and after studies may overestimate the effects of quality improvement-like interventions. Lipsey and Wilson\(^11\) undertook an overview of meta-analyses of psychological, educational and behavioural interventions. They identified 45 reviews that reported separately the pooled estimates from controlled and uncontrolled studies, and noted that the observed effects from uncontrolled studies were greater than those from controlled studies. In general, uncontrolled before and after studies should not be used to evaluate the effects of quality improvement interventions and the results of studies using such designs have to be interpreted with great caution.

**Controlled before and after studies**

In controlled before and after studies the researcher attempts to identify a control population of similar characteristics and
performance to the study population and collects data in both populations before and after the intervention is applied to the study population. Analysis compares post-intervention performance or change scores in the study and control groups and observed differences are assumed to be due to the intervention.

While well designed before and after studies should protect against secular trends and sudden changes, it is often difficult to identify a comparable control group. Even in apparently well matched control and study groups, performance at baseline often differs. Under these circumstances, “within group” analyses are often undertaken (where change from baseline is compared within both groups separately and where the assumption is made that, if the change in the intervention group is significant and the change in the control group is not, the intervention has had an effect). Such analyses are inappropriate for a number of reasons. Firstly, the baseline imbalance suggests that the control group is not truly comparable and may not experience the same secular trends or sudden changes as the intervention group; thus any apparent effect of the intervention may be spurious. Secondly, there is no direct comparison between study and control groups.

Another common analytical problem in practice is that researchers fail to recognise clustering of data when interventions are delivered at an organisational level and data are collected at the individual patient level.

**Time series designs**

Time series designs attempt to detect whether an intervention has had an effect significantly greater than the underlying secular trend. They are useful in quality improvement research for evaluating the effects of interventions when it is difficult to randomise or identify an appropriate control group—for example, following the dissemination of national guidelines or mass media campaigns (box 5). Data are collected at multiple time points before and after the intervention. The multiple time points before the intervention allow the underlying trend and any cyclical (seasonal) effects to be estimated, and the multiple time points after the intervention allow the intervention effect to be estimated while taking account of the underlying secular trends.

The most important influence on the analysis technique is the number of data points collected before the intervention. It is necessary to collect enough data points to be convinced that a stable estimate of the underlying secular trend has been obtained. There are a number of statistical techniques that can be used depending on the characteristics of the data, the number of data points available, and whether autocorrelation is present. Autocorrelation refers to the situation whereby data points collected close in time are likely to be more similar to each other than to data points collected far apart. For example, for any given month the waiting times in hospitals are likely to be more similar to waiting times in adjacent months than to waiting times 12 months previously. Autocorrelation has to be allowed for in analysis and time series regression models, and autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) modelling and time series regression models are all methods for dealing with this problem.

Well designed time series evaluations increase the confidence with which the estimate of effect can be attributed to the intervention, although the design does not provide protection against the effects of other events occurring at the same time as the study intervention, which might also improve performance. Furthermore, it is often difficult to collect sufficient data points unless routine data sources are available. It has been found that many published time series studies have been inappropriately analysed, frequently resulting in an overestimation of the effect of the intervention.

**DISCUSSION**

Randomised trials should only be considered when there is genuine uncertainty about the effectiveness of an intervention. Whilst they are the optimal design for evaluating quality improvement interventions, they are not without their problems. They can be logistically difficult, especially if the researchers are using complex designs to evaluate more than one intervention or if cluster randomisation—requiring the recruitment of large numbers of clusters—is planned. They are undoubtedly methodologically challenging and require a multidisciplinary approach to adequately plan and conduct. They can also be time consuming and expensive; in our experience a randomised trial of a quality improvement intervention can rarely be completed in less than 2 years.

Critics of randomised trials frequently express concerns that tight inclusion criteria of trials or artificial constraints placed upon participants limit the generalisability of the findings. While this is a particular concern in efficacy (explanatory) studies of drugs, it is likely to be less of a problem in quality improvement evaluations that are likely to be inherently pragmatic. Pragmatic studies aim to test whether an intervention is likely to be effective in routine practice by comparing the new procedure against the current regimen; as such they are the most useful trial design for developing policy recommendations. Such studies attempt to approximate normal conditions and do not attempt to equalise contextual factors and other effect modifiers in the intervention and study groups. In pragmatic studies, the contextual and effect modifying factors therefore become part of the interventions. Such studies are usually conducted on a predefined study population and withdrawals are included within an “intention to treat” analysis; all subjects initially allocated to the intervention group would be analysed as intervention subjects irrespective of whether they received the intervention or not.

For example, in an evaluation of a computerised decision support system as a method of delivering clinical guidelines in general practice (box 4), some general practitioners may not have had the computing skills to work the intervention. In an intention to treat analysis, data from all general practitioners would be included in the analysis irrespective of whether they could use the system or not; as a result, the estimates of effect would more likely reflect the effectiveness of the intervention in real world settings.

The main limitation of quasi-experimental designs is that the lack of randomised controls threatens internal validity and increases the likelihood of plausible rival hypotheses. Cook and Campbell provide a framework for considering the internal validity of the results of experiments and quasi-experiments when trying to establish causality. They suggest that “Estimating the internal validity of a relationship is a
Key messages

- Whatever design is chosen, it is important to minimise bias and maximise generalisability.
- Quantitative designs should be used within a sequence of evaluation building as appropriate on preceding theoretical, qualitative, and modelling work.
- There are a range of more or less complex randomised designs.
- When using randomised designs it is important to consider the appropriate use of cluster, rather than individual, randomisation. This has implications for both study design and analysis.
- Where randomised designs are not feasible, non-randomised designs can be used although they are more susceptible to bias.

CONCLUSIONS

We have considered a range of research designs for studies evaluating the effectiveness of change and improvement strategies. The design chosen will reflect both the needs (and resources) in any particular circumstances and also the purpose of the evaluation. The general principle underlying the choice of evaluative design is, however, simple—those conducting such evaluations should use the most robust design possible to minimise bias and maximise generalisability.
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